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1. Introduction 

Virtual screening (VS) based on molecular docking has emerged as one of the mainstream 

technologies of drug design and has contributed a lot to the discovery and development of a 

variety of new drugs due to its low cost and high efficiency. However, scoring functions (SFs) 

implemented in most docking programs are not accurate enough, so we proposed an 

integrated platform named ASFP, which aims to develop customized high-precision generic 

or target-specific SFs for binding affinity prediction and structure-based VS by introducing 

artificial intelligence (AI) technologies. There are three main modules available in ASFP, 

including descriptor generation, AI-based SF construction and online prediction. For the 

descriptor generation module, up to 3439 descriptors that characterize protein-ligand 

interaction information, ligand properties and protein binding pockets can be generated for 

the development of MLSFs. For the AI-based SF construction module, two types of SFs, namely 

target-specific and generic SFs can be constructed based on the pre-generated descriptors. For 

the online prediction module, a number of SFs with high reliability have been developed and 

can be directly used by users. 

 

2. Functions 

1. Descriptor Generation 
A total of 15 computational tools and software packages listed in Table 1 have been embedded 

into the descriptor generation module, which can calculate to 3439 descriptors. Among them, 

DPOCKET can be used to calculate 49 descriptors to characterize the structural feature of 

protein pockets; RDkit and PaDEL can be used to calculate the Extended-connectivity 

fingerprint (ECFP) and Pubchem fingerprint, respectively; the others can be used to calculate 

the energy terms extracted from the output of the SFs implemented in these computational 

tools. 

 

Table 1. Computational tools and software packages used in ASFP 

Computational tools Descriptor type No. of descriptors SF type 

AffiScore Energy terms 13  Empirical 

ASPa Energy terms 5 
 Knowledge 

Empirical 

AutoDock Energy terms 6 Force field 

ChemPLP Energy terms 12  Empirical 

ChemScore Energy terms 10  Empirical 

DPOCKET Pocket 49 - 

DSX Energy terms 1  Knowledge 

RDKit Fingerprint 2048 - 

GalaxyDockBP2 Energy terms 11 Empirical 

Glide sp Energy terms 17 Empirical 

Glide xp Energy terms 27 Empirical 

GoldScore Energy terms 6 Force field 

NNscore Energy terms 348 ML 
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PaDEL Fingerprint 881 - 

SMoG2016 Energy terms 5 
 Knowledge 

Empirical 

aThe computational tools and software packages in grey are commercial, and therefore their 

functions are disabled for users.  

 

1.1 Energy terms 

AffiScore[1] 

Slide (AffiScore) is made up of a hydrophobic complementarity term, a polar term and an unsat 

polar term. The polar term can be represented as the weighted sum of the numbers of protein-

ligand H-bonds, protein-ligand salt-bridges and metal-ligand bonds, while the unsat polar 

term is the weighted sum of the numbers of interfacial unsatisfied polar atoms and interfacial 

unsatisfied charged atoms. 
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Autodock[2] 

AutoDock is a typical force field-based SF, and the force field includes six pairwise evaluations 

(V) and an estimate of the conformational entropy upon binding (ΔSconf). The pairwise terms 

compute the contributions from dispersion/repulsion, hydrogen bonding, electrostatics, and 

desolvation. 
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DSX[3] 

DSX is a knowledge-based SF that consists of distance-dependent pair potentials, novel torsion 

angle potentials, and newly defined solvent accessible surface-dependent potentials. 

The total DSX-score for a given proteinligand complex is given by eq 3. 
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GalaxyDockBP2 Score[4] 

GalaxyDock-BP2-score is a hybrid SF that extracts multiple components from other SFs. As 

described as Equation 4, its first 8 terms are physics-based energy terms of AutoDock4 

involving the vdW interactions, HBond interactions, electrostatic interactions and desolvation 

free energy. EPLP_tor is the ligand torsion energy term extracted from PLP, EHM is just the 

hydrophobic matching score in X-Score, and EDrugScore is a knowledge-based potential derived 

from DrugScore.. 
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Glide[5,6] 

Two internal SFs, namely GlideScore (also referred to as GlideScore-SP) and GlideScore-XP, are 

available in the Glide module of the Schro dinger program. GlideScore is based on ChemScore, 

but includes some additional terms. It can be calculated with Equation 5: 
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lvation terms

                    (5) 

Important terms include Van der Waals term, coulomb term, lipophilic term, hydrogen-

bonding (HBond) term, metal-binding term, and reward and penalty terms. The HBond term is 

further divided into three individual terms with different weights, which are dependent on 

whether the donor and acceptor are neutral or not. The metal-binding term only involves the 

interactions with anionic or highly polar acceptor atoms. Penalty for freezing rotatable bonds 

and polar interactions in the active site are separated into individual terms, while the reward 

term refers to all terms other than those explicitly mentioned.  

The general form of GlideScore-XP can be described as Equation 6, but the used version 

of GlideScore-XP can contain a total of 15 energy terms, including lipophilic term 

(LipophilicEvdW), HBond term (HBond), electrostatic term (Electro), sitemap term (SiteMap), 

reward for hydrophobic enclosur (PhobEn), reward for hydrophobically packed H-bond 
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(PhobEnHB), reward for hydrophobically packed correlated H-bonds (PhobEnPairHB), reward 

for pi-cation interactions (π Cat), reward for Cl or Br in a hydrophobic environment that pack 

against Asp or Glu (ClBr), reward for ligands with low molecular weight (LowMW), reward for 

ligand atoms in a favorable electrostatic environment of the protein (Zpotr), and four penalty 

terms (Penalties, HBPenal, ExposPenal and RotPenal). 

_ _ _ _ _

_ _

_
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PI hb pair phobic pair
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                   (6) 

 

GOLD[7] 

A total of four SFs, including ChemPLP, ChemScore, GoldScore and ASP, are implemented in 

GOLD. The first two belong to empirical SFs, whereas GoldScore and ASP belong to force field-

based and knowledge-based SFs, respectively.  

(i) ChemPLP@GOLD 

ChemPLP computes the interactions between protein and ligand as shown in Equation 7. The 

part of Piecewise Linear Potential (fPLP) is applied to model the steric complementarity 

between protein and ligand, whereas CHEMPLP adds the distance and angle-dependent 

hydrogen and metal bonding terms from ChemScore (fchem-hb, fchem-cho, fchem-met).  
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(ii) ChemScore@GOLD 

It is a variation of the ChemScore scoring function developed by Eldridge et al. Compared with 

the original one, a clash penalty and an internal torsion term are added to penalize steric 

clashes. 

0
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    (8) 

(iii) GoldScore@GOLD 

GoldScore owns a standard form of force-field based SF. It composes five major components, 

including protein-ligand hydrogen bond energy (ext_HB), protein-ligand van der Waals (vdW) 

energy (ext_vdW), ligand internal vdW energy (int_vdW), ligand inteamolecular hydrogen 

bond energy (int_HB), and ligand torsional strain energy (int_tors). 

_ _ext HB ext vdW int_vdW int_HB int_torsGoldScore E E E E E= + + + +             (9) 

(iv) ASP@GOLD 

Astex Scoring Potential (ASP) is based on the frequency of interaction between ligand and 

protein atoms, so it is made up of some knowledge-based potentials. But unfortunately, only 

the sum of these potentials ( ( , . )pl

p l

StatScore p l r ) can be obtained finally. 
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( , , )s pl int int clash clash

p l

ASP c StatScore p l r c E c E= − − −               (10) 

NNScore[8,9] 

Similar to RFScore, NNscore is also a knowledge-based like ML-based SF but the way to 

represent the protein-ligand interactions is not the same. Unlike the elemental or sybyl atom 

types used in RFScore, NNscore employs the AutoDock atom types. NNscore1.0 contains a 

total of 194 features, of which 14 of them are to identify the close protein-ligand contacts by 

counting the atom pairs within 2 A , 83 are to identify semiclose contacts by tallying the atom 

pairs within 4 A , 83 are to represent electrostatic interaction energy by counting the same 

atom type pairs within 4 A , 13 are to count the number of atom types in the ligand, and the 

final 1 is the number of ligand rotatable bonds.  

Compared with NNscore1.0, the distance cutoff of the close-contact in NNscore2.0 is 

changed to 2.5 A , and the involved atom types to represent each interaction are also expanded. 

In addition, NNscore 2.0 introduces some additional terms, including 5 terms extracted from 

AutoDock Vina, and 12 distinct binding features provided by BINANA. Thus NNscore 2.0 is 

composed of a total of 348 features. 

 

SMoG2016[10] 

SMoG2016 is the third version of the SMoG series, and is a hybrid knowledge-based and 

empirical SF for protein-ligand interaction. As shown in Equation 11, KBP2016 is a 

knowledge-based potential, and other three terms related with repulsion effects, the number 

of rotatable bonds and ligand mass are added.  
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1.2 Fingerprint 

RDKit[11] 

RDKit is used to calculate the Extended-connectivity fingerprint (ECFP), which is a fingerprint 

methodology explicitly designed to capture molecular features relevant to molecular activity. 

ECFPs are circular fingerprints with a number of useful qualities: they can be very rapidly 

calculated; they are not predefined and can represent an essentially infinite number of 

different molecular features (including stereochemical information); their features represent 

the presence of particular substructures, allowing easier interpretation of analysis results; and 

the ECFP algorithm can be tailored to generate different types of circular fingerprints, 

optimized for different uses.The process to generate ECFP can be described as follows. First, 

atoms are assigned integer identifiers (for example, atoms might use their atomic number). 

These initial atom identifiers are collected into an initial fingerprint set. Next, each atom 

collects its own identifier and the identifiers of its immediately neighboring atoms, into an 
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array (the neighbors are ordered using their identifiers, and the order of the attaching bonds, 

to avoid order-dependence). A hash function is applied to reduce this array back into a new, 

single-integer identifier. Once all atoms have generated their new identifiers, they replace 

their old identifiers with their new identifiers. The new atom identifiers are added into the 

fingerprint set. This iteration is repeated a prespecified number of times. When the specified 

number of iterations is completed, duplicate identifiers in the set are removed, and the 

remaining integer identifiers in the fingerprint set define the ECFP fingerprint. In ASFP, the 

ECFP’s size is 2048. 

 

PaDEL[12] 

PaDEL-Descriptor is a software for calculating molecular descriptors and fingerprints. The 

software currently calculates 797 descriptors (663 1D, 2D descriptors, and 134 3D descriptors) 

and 10 types of fingerprints.These descriptors and fingerprints are calculated mainly using 

The Chemistry Development Kit. In ASFP, PaDEL-Descriptors is used to generate the 881-bit 

Pubchem fingerprint first designed by the PubChem System for similarity neighboring and 

similarity searching. Each bit represents a Boolean determination of, or test for, the presence 

of, for example, an element count, a type of ring system, atom pairing, atom environment 

(nearest neighbors), etc., in a chemical structure. 

 

1.3 Pocket 

Dpocket[13] 

Dpocket is a part of fpocket and is used in ASFP to output descriptors of protein pockets. 

The descriptors are shown as follows: 

⚫ pdb: pdb file name 

⚫ overlap: overlap of atoms in the actual pocket versus atoms in the pocket identified with 

pocket 

⚫ PP-crit: binary PocketPicker criterion (1 if the ligand is < 4A from the center of mass of 

the alpha spheres, 0 else) 

⚫ PP-dst: the minimum distance between the center of mass of the pocket and the ligand 

⚫ crit4: proportion of ligand atoms that have at least one vertice that lies within 3 A 

⚫ crit5: proportion of alpha spheres that lie within 3A from any ligand atom 

⚫ crit6: binary criterion that is 1 if crit4 >=0.5 and crit5>=0.2, 0 else 

⚫ crit6_continue: a continuous measure of crit6, but this is experimental and we currently 

don't use it... 

⚫ lig_vol: volume of the ligand 

⚫ pock_vol: volume of the pocket 

⚫ nb_AS: number of alpha spheres 

⚫ nb_AS_norm: number of alpha spheres normalized by all pockets on the protein 

⚫ mean_as_ray: mean alpha sphere radius 

⚫ mean_as_solv_acc: mean alpha sphere solvent accessibility 

⚫ apol_as_prop: proportion of apolar alpha spheres in the pocket 

⚫ apol_as_prop_norm: normalized proportion of apolar alpha spheres 

⚫ mean_loc_hyd_dens: mean local hydrophobic density 

⚫ mean_loc_hyd_dens_norm: normalized mean local hydrophobic density 
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⚫ polarity_score_norm: normalized polarity score 

⚫ flex: measure of the flexibility of the pocket (B-factor based) 

⚫ prop_polar_atm: proportion of polar atoms 

⚫ as_density: alpha sphere density 

⚫ as_density_norm: normalized alpha sphere density 

⚫ as_max_dst: maximum distance between the center of mass and all alpha spheres 

⚫ as_max_dst_norm: normalized as_max_dst 

⚫ drug_score: druggability score 

⚫ Volume Score: This data resumes relative volume of different amino acids. 

⚫ Hydrophobicity Score: For all residues implicated in the binding site the 

mean hydrophobicity score is calculated and is used as descriptor for the whole pocket.  

⚫ Polarity Score: The final polarity score is the mean of all polarity scores of all residues in 

the binding pocket. 

⚫ Charge Score: According to the charge of each amino acid in the binding site is tracked. 

The mean charge for all amino acids in contact with at least one alpha sphere of the pocket 

is calculated to form this charge score. 

⚫ Residues kind and number: 20 amino acids and their number. 

 

2. AI-based Scoring Function Construction [14] 
A total of 384 descriptors calculated by the SFs supported by 6 academic computational tools 

(AffiScore, AutoDock, DSX, GalaxyDockBP2, NNScore, and SMoG) are used to develop the 

MLSFs. The dataset is divided into the training set and test set based on the user input, and 

then preprocessed (standardization, removing features with low variance, tree-based feature 

selection) using sklearn. 

Three machine learning algorithms (Random Forest, Support Vector Machine and 

eXtreme Gradient Boosting) with relatively high computational efficiency are provided. Users 

can decide to use which ML algorithm and set the hyperparameters for optimization (which 

hyperparameter to be optimized, the hyperparameter range and the optimization times). 

Finally, according to the user's input, the server uses hyperopt to find the optimal 

hyperparameter combinations and chooses the corresponding ML algorithm for training (10-

fold cross validation) and prediction, and output the result in PDF format.  

Hyperparameters of different ML algorithms are shown as follows: 

 

2.1 Random Forest 

2.1.1 n_estimators:integer, optional (default=100) 

The number of trees in the forest. 

 

2.1.2 criterion:string, optional (default=”gini”) 

The function to measure the quality of a split. Supported criteria are “gini” for the Gini 

impurity and “entropy” for the information gain. Note: this parameter is tree-specific. 

 

2.1.3 max_depth:integer or None, optional (default=None) 

The maximum depth of the tree. If None, then nodes are expanded until all leaves are pure or 

until all leaves contain less than min_samples_split samples. 
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2.1.4 max_features:int, float, string or None, optional (default=”auto”) 

The number of features to consider when looking for the best split: 

⚫ If int, then consider max_features features at each split. 

⚫ If float, then max_features is a fraction and int(max_features * n_features) features are 

considered at each split. 

⚫ If “auto”, then max_features=sqrt(n_features). 

⚫ If “sqrt”, then max_features=sqrt(n_features) (same as “auto”). 

⚫ If “log2”, then max_features=log2(n_features). 

⚫ If None, then max_features=n_features. 

 

2.2 Support Vector Machine 

2.2.1 C:float, optional (default=1.0) 

Regularization parameter. The strength of the regularization is inversely proportional to C. 

Must be strictly positive. The penalty is a squared l2 penalty. 

 

2.2.2 Gamma:{‘scale’, ‘auto’} or float, optional (default=’scale’) 

Kernel coefficient for ‘rbf’, ‘poly’ and ‘sigmoid’. 

⚫ if gamma='scale' (default) is passed then it uses 1 / (n_features * X.var()) as value of 

gamma, 

⚫ if ‘auto’, uses 1 / n_features. 

 

2.2.3 Kernel:string, optional (default=’rbf’) 

Specifies the kernel type to be used in the algorithm. It must be one of ‘linear’, ‘poly’, ‘rbf’, 

‘sigmoid’, ‘precomputed’ or a callable. If none is given, ‘rbf’ will be used. If a callable is given it 

is used to pre-compute the kernel matrix from data matrices; that matrix should be an array 

of shape (n_samples, n_samples). 

 

2.3 eXtreme Gradient Boosting 

2.3.1 eta: [0,1] (default=0.3, alias: learning_rate) 

Step size shrinkage used in update to prevents overfitting. After each boosting step, we can 

directly get the weights of new features, and eta shrinks the feature weights to make the 

boosting process more conservative. 

 

2.3.2 gamma: [0,∞] (default=0, alias: min_split_loss) 

Minimum loss reduction required to make a further partition on a leaf node of the tree. The 

larger gamma is, the more conservative the algorithm will be. 

 

2.3.3 max_depth: [0,∞] (default=6) 

Maximum depth of a tree. Increasing this value will make the model more complex and more 

likely to overfit. 0 is only accepted in lossguided growing policy when tree_method is set as 

hist and it indicates no limit on depth. Beware that XGBoost aggressively consumes memory 

when training a deep tree. 

(0 is only accepted in lossguided growing policy when tree_method is set as hist) 
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2.3.4 min_child_weight: [0,∞] (default=1) 

Minimum sum of instance weight (hessian) needed in a child. If the tree partition step results 

in a leaf node with the sum of instance weight less than min_child_weight, then the building 

process will give up further partitioning. In linear regression task, this simply corresponds to 

minimum number of instances needed to be in each node. The larger min_child_weight is, the 

more conservative the algorithm will be. 

 

2.3.5 subsample: (0,1] (default=1) 

Subsample ratio of the training instances. Setting it to 0.5 means that XGBoost would randomly 

sample half of the training data prior to growing trees. and this will prevent overfitting. 

Subsampling will occur once in every boosting iteration. 

 

2.3.6 colsample_bytree: (0, 1] (default=1) 

colsample_bytree is the subsample ratio of columns when constructing each tree. Subsampling 

occurs once for every tree constructed. 

 

2.3.7 scale_pos_weight: (default=1) 

Control the balance of positive and negative weights, useful for unbalanced classes. A typical 

value to consider: sum(negative instances) / sum(positive instances). 

 

2.3.8 lambda：(default=1, alias: reg_lambda) 

L2 regularization term on weights. Increasing this value will make model more conservative. 

 

2.3.9 seed: (default=0) 

Random number seed. 

 

2.3.10 n_estimators: (default=100) 

The number of trees in the forest. 

 

3. Online Prediction 

In this module, 15 well-established target-specific classification models are provided for the 

VS of the corresponding targets, and a generic regression model is provided for the prediction 

of binding affinity. For the online prediction, a set of descriptors are generated with the pre-

set 6 computational tools (AffiScore, AutoDock, DSX, GalaxyDockBP2, NNScore, SMoG), and 

the well-established model can be selected by users to predict and output the results in the 

PDF format. The fifteen targets are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. The information of the 15 targets with well-established classification models 

Target Data source ML algorithm ROC_AUC on test set 

abl1 

DUD-E Kinase subset 

SVM 

0.848 

akt2 0.859 

csf1r 0.902 

egfr 0.894 

igf1r 0.846 

jak2 0.921 

kpcb 0.890 

mapk2 0.876 

mk01 0.838 

src 0.852 

tgfr1 0.965 

wee1 0.965 

akt1 
DUD-E Diverse subset 

 

0.850 

cxcr4 0.942 

hivpr 0.947 
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4. Tutorial 

4.1. Descriptor Generation 

 
 

①Input a string consisted of letters, numbers and/or underline as your 

unique jobname. 

②Upload a ZIP file for the calculation of descriptors： 

If you want to generate Target-specific (one protein file and several ligand files) descriptors, 

your ZIP file should contain a protein file (.pdb) and a ligand file (.sdf/.mol2) . 

 

If you want to calculate Generic (several protein-ligand complexes) descriptors, your ZIP file 

should contain the same number of folders as the target number, and each folder needs to 

contain a protein file and a ligand file (one molecule). 
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③④Select descriptors:(default:none; requirement:select at least one tool) 
There are two ways to choose the descriptor generation tools: 

(i) choose directly from the table on the right of the web page. 

(ii) quickly select a series of descriptor generation tools using the buttons provided on ASFP. 

⚫ All: Select all the available descriptors generation tools for calculation. 

⚫ Cancel: Deselect all the selected checkbox. 

⚫ Reverse: Cancel selected tools, select previously unselected tools. 

⚫ Pocket: Select DPOCKET for protein pocket descriptors generation. 

⚫ Energy terms: Select 6 tools generating energy terms from existing scoring functions. 

(AffiScore, AutoDock, DSX, GalaxyDockBP2, NNScore, and SMoG2016) 

⚫ Fingerprint: Select fingerprint generations tools inculuding molecule fingerprint (PaDEL 

and ECFP). 

Note: In view of copyright issues with some computational tools, we have stopped the external 

services. 

 

⑤Make sure you have followed the guide and submit the job. 
 

 

4.2. AI-based Scoring Function Construction 
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①Input a string consisted of letters, numbers or underline as your unique 

jobname. 

②Upload a protein file: In the PDB format. The file size should larger than 20kb. 

③Upload an actives file: In the MOL2 or SDF format. The ligand file should contain a 
binder to the protein. 

④Upload a decoys file: In the MOL2 or SDF format. The file should have low binding 
affinity to the protein. 

⑤Upload a test file: In the MOL2 or SDF format. You can upload ligands of interest to 
predict whether they are binders to the protein or not. 

⑥Choose a machine learning algorithm: (Default: Support Vector Machine)  

There ML algorithms are available [SVM, XGBoost, and RF]. 

⑦Hyperparameter(optional)： 

Decide which hyperparameters to be optimized and the range of the hyperparameters. 
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(i) The options on the selection box are named according to the following rules: 

⚫ ML algorithm - hyperparameter number - hyperparameter name 

⚫ SVM-1-[kernel] 

⚫ SVM-2-[C,kernel] 

⚫ SVM-3-[C,kernel,gamma] 

⚫ RF-2-[n_estimators,max_features] 

⚫ RF-3-[n_estimators,max_features,max_depth] 

⚫ RF-4-[n_estimators,max_features,max_depth,criterion] 

⚫ XGB-5-[learning_rate,gamma,max_depth,min_child_weight,subsample] 

⚫ XGB-7-

[learning_rate,gamma,max_depth,min_child_weight,subsample,colsample_bytree,scale_p

os_weight] 

⚫ XGB-10-

[learning_rate,gamma,max_depth,min_child_weight,subsample,colsample_bytree,scale_p

os_weight,seed,reg_lambda,n_estimators] 

(ii)If you click Advanced button, a settings panel will show up. You can set hypetparameter 

range by inputting Minimum and Maxmum in the Min Input box and Max input box 

respectively. Make sure you input the reasonable range of the hyperparamerter or it may cause 

error. If you are not familiar with the hyperparameter, just skip this step as there already has 

preseted reasonable range of hyperparameters. 

⑧Optimization times(optional): input a number to decide the optimization times of 

hyperparameters (Default:100). 

⑨Make sure you have followed the guide and submit the job. 
 

4.3. Online prediction 

 

 

①Input a string consisted of letters, numbers or underline as your unique 

jobname. 

②Upload a ZIP file for descriptors’ calculation： 

The file requirements are exactly the same as above-mentioned Descriptor Generation module. 

③Choose a target: 
To use the well-constructed SFs, users should choose the corresponding model but if for 

generic use no choose is needed. 

④Make sure you have followed the guide and submit the job. 
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4.4. Queue 

 

①name: Your jobname 

②type: Function type 

⚫ Descriptors: Descriptors generation 

⚫ AI-scoring-function: AI based scoring function construction 

⚫ Prediction: Online prediction 

③submitted time: The system time when you submit your job 

④status: 
⚫ Queue: The job has been submitted and wait in queue for calculation. 

⚫ Running: The job is on calculation. 

⚫ Completed: The job has finished and users can view or download the results. 

⚫ Error: Some error happened during the calculation. 
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4.5. view 

 

 

①Res_label: If this checkbox is selected, the label of the protein residues will be added to 
the Visualization box (This may cause web pages to freeze). 

②Surface: Select this checkbox to add surface of the protein and the ligand. 

③Complex: If checkboxes of this column is checked, the corresponding 3D model of the 
protein-ligand complex will show up in the Visualization box. 

④Ligand: If checkboxes of this column is checked, the corresponding 3D model of the ligand 
will show up in the Visualization box. 

⑤Visualization: The 3D model of the ligand or the protein-ligand complex will be shown 
here. 

⑥If it’s a result of AI scoring function construction and online prediction, the ligand checkboxes 

will be shown in two tables, named Inhibitors and Non inhibitors respectively. 

⑦If the result is of a target-specific job, you can select multiple checkboxes at the same time 

to compare their difference between binding mode. 

 

4.6. contact 

 
If you have any questions, you can get our contacting information or you can just send email 

on contact page by simply clicking the button named Send Message after inputting your text.  
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